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Are art and science separated by an unbridgeable divide? Can they find common ground? In this
new book, neuroscientist Eric R. Kandel, whose remarkable scientific career and deep interest in art
give him a unique perspective, demonstrates how science can inform the way we experience a work
of art and seek to understand its meaning. Kandel illustrates how reductionismâ€•the distillation of
larger scientific or aesthetic concepts into smaller, more tractable componentsâ€•has been used by
scientists and artists alike to pursue their respective truths. He draws on his Nobel Prize-winning
work revealing the neurobiological underpinnings of learning and memory in sea slugs to shed light
on the complex workings of the mental processes of higher animals. In Reductionism in Art and
Brain Science, Kandel shows how this radically reductionist approach, applied to the most complex
puzzle of our timeâ€•the brainâ€•has been employed by modern artists who distill their subjective
world into color, form, and light. Kandel demonstrates through bottom-up sensory and top-down
cognitive functions how science can explore the complexities of human perception and help us to
perceive, appreciate, and understand great works of art. At the heart of the book is an elegant
elucidation of the contribution of reductionism to the evolution of modern art and its role in a
monumental shift in artistic perspective. Reductionism steered the transition from figurative art to the
first explorations of abstract art reflected in the works of Turner, Monet, Kandinsky, Schoenberg,
and Mondrian. Kandel explains how, in the postwar era, Pollock, de Kooning, Rothko, Louis, Turrell,
and Flavin used a reductionist approach to arrive at their abstract expressionism and how Katz,
Warhol, Close, and Sandback built upon the advances of the New York School to reimagine
figurative and minimal art. Featuring captivating drawings of the brain alongside full-color
reproductions of modern art masterpieces, this book draws out the common concerns of science
and art and how they illuminate each other.
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Everything Kandel writes, needs to be read. That said, if you are interested in art and paintings and
you are also a connoisseur of the Human Brain, this book is the perfect gift you can get for yourself.
I would have just loved to know more about arts to enjoy this book as it should, anyway it's clear
and full of pictures, so don't worry.Sono sempre stata dell'idea che sia necessario leggere qualsiasi
cosa scritta da Eric Kandel; detto questo se siete interessati all'arte e alla pittura e vi considerate un
"fine conoscitore" delle neuroscienze, questo libro Ã© il regalo migliore che possiate farvi. Io avrei
solo desiderato conoscere piÃº storia dell'arte per apprezzarlo in toto, ma non preoccupatevi
perchÃ© Ã© pieno di immagini.
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